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‘ 1 Claim. (Cl. 20-4) 

This invention relates to an improved building con 
struction and, in particular, it relates to means for. join~ 
ing together a plurality of assembled building elements 
forming an exterior wall. 

Walls of this general type have been suggested for the 
construction of cabins, motels and resort shelters. How 
ever, under conditions of weather extremes,‘ the-struc 
tures presently erected tend to lose dimensional stability 
requiring constant maintenance at considerable cost. It 
is an object of this invention to disclose a structure of 
this type which is weather tight under all conditions and 
low in maintenance costs. 
The loss of dimensional stability is generally caused 

by the expansion and contraction of the separate mem 
bers resulting in the wall losing its structural ?rmness 
and weather tight qualities. 
in structures using‘wooden strips or splines as structural 
features and tongue and groove joints in general.‘ The 
requirement of exact measurement and fashioning of the 
elements of the structure although possible, is immediate 
ly a?ected‘by the absorption of moisture. Consequent 
ly the initial erection of the structure as well as its ulti 
mate weather-tight qualities are affected by conditions 
beyond the control of the manufacturer. A further ob 
ject is therefore, to provide a splined joint structure easy‘ 
to manufacture and erect, and which remains sealed at 
the splined joints and firm under all weather conditions. 
These and other objects will be evident in the detailed‘ 

description of the invention given later in the speci?ca 
tion. Brie?y ‘it discloses an improvement in spline joint 
structures‘ whereby the wooden splines‘ or‘spacers are 
?tted with a metal cover extending into the attached 
elements. By making the metal cover from a spring 
material, weather resistant, and fashioning it to exercise 
a clip action on the wooden spacer, a ?rm and weather 
repellant joint isthe result. These metal covers and 
the wooden‘splines are installed together as the wall is 
erected, and the spacing is maintained at the most effec 
tive dimension for expansion and contraction at the 
erection site by use of construction guides. Finally the 
structural advantage of the splined joint which affords 
a ‘free ?oating connection leaving connected members 
undisturbed by weather is enhanced by‘ the use of a thin 
metal cover of spring material made to cover the ex 
posed face of the wooden spline. ‘ t 

A better understanding of the invention may be had 
by reference to the following detailed explanation read 
with reference to the accompanying drawing in which: 

Figure 1 is an elevational view showing the assembled 
elements. 

Figure 2 is a plan view of Figure 1 taken on line 2-2. 
Figure 3 is a sectional view of Figure 1 taken on line 

3-3. 
Figure 4 is an enlargement of a detail of Figure 1 

showing assembly features. ; 
Figure 5 is an enlarged elevational‘ detail showing an 

alternate corner construction. 
‘Figure 6 is a sectional detail of the joint construction. 

These faults are common‘ 
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Figure 7 is a sectional 
alternate corner construction. 

Several solutions to‘ the problem of weather tight, 
decay free splined joints have been offered. To the 
earliest structure using a simple wooden spacer ?tted 
into the joined adjacent pieces have been added ?llers, 
completely covering the space, or substitutions have been 
made of metal and other substances for the wooden spline 
or‘spacer. The basic problems of decay and weather 
tight failure still remain. 

‘A proper solution of the ?rst of these basic problems 
requires accessability to as much of the surface of‘ the 
connected pieces as is possible for decay prevention main— 
tenance. This can be achieved only by reducing the 
covering of the spaced apart section to‘a minimum and 
shedding of water from the normally affected areas of 
the spline and the splined joint. , 

Maintenance ,of‘a ‘weather-tight structure of this 'type 
also ‘depends on refusing water admission ‘to the ‘joint 
area. This problem requires‘, in addition, a joint ,that 
is tight under all conditions affecting its dimensions. In 
addition such joint must be easy to_ assemble, and I'for 
some special structures such as portable buildings, easy 
to disassemble and reassemble. “ ‘t ‘ ‘ . 

According ‘to the present invention, advantage is taken 
of the joints afforded by wood spring-pressed into inti 
mate contact with. wood for the weather-tight problem 

To ‘ expedite construction‘ ‘and dismantling as .‘well as in 
solution as well as ease and reduced cost-of manufacture. ‘ 

creasing weather resistance, a spring metal cover’ for the.‘ 
spline is used. when these elements are assembled in 
the joined‘ pieces of kerfed surfacing material ‘at a depth 
dictated ‘by measurements established‘ for proper.‘ con: 
struction in ‘the locale, a weather resistive joint is achieved. 
which gives‘ an outstanding structural‘ result. _ 
“Figure “1 illustrates a section‘bf a'ivall using the1ele-, 
ments of this invention assembledin a ‘preferred; form.‘ 
The wooden surfacing members 10, shown in section in 
Figure 3, are notched or kejrfed on the sides as at 12. 
As indicated in Figures 1, 2, 4, 5 and 7, the preferred‘ 
embodiment also shows like‘ notches 14 in 'the‘sends which 
abut comer. posts ‘such as 16. The ‘wooden members‘, 
10 are rounded on the exposed‘surfa‘ce 18‘ and ?attened 
on the back v20 for ease in fasteningto‘aframe work 
such as supplied by the studs 22.‘ A sill ,24 and a'cap 
26 are included here to delimit, a wall‘ area as periphery 
bounding members and to show the‘facility of the dis~ 
closed spline‘structure in completing‘a‘ building surface, 
or as used in prefabricated portions‘ of ‘a building for‘ 
later assembly, if desired. The detail under the cap 26 
is illustrated in Figure 2 

Figures 2, 3 

have a depth sufficient to include the stulds122 and the 
wooden surfacing: members 20. The slots ‘30 and 32‘ 
in each of these members"respectively are aligned to 
receive the wood'spline 34 and the spring metal ‘covering 

all the‘ wood‘splines‘ 36 of ‘the splined‘join‘tspace‘rT “As 
are uniform in manufactured section and the metal covers 
also, the same numbers are used for the elements in‘all 
views. 
An alternate corner post assembly is shown in Figures 

5 and 7 using short ?ller members 40 between the face 
members 10. In this assembly, detailed in Figure 7 as 
a sectional view, the short ?ller member 40 ?lls the dis 
tance between the splines 34 and spring metal covers 
.36 ?tting into the corner post kerf and’ the end kerf in 
the face member 10. In. this instance it may be desired 
to omit a short metal cover suggested to be used with 
the spacer and use a full length metal cover long enough 
to ?t the corner post from top to bottom. In either 

plan view detail showing“ the I 

s and will .be‘applicable .to the. ' 
sill 24 details as ‘understood by those versciili theartQ 

arid‘4 show the details of the cap 2_6,_‘and‘ 
the corner post 16. Both these elementsare ‘shown, to: 
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case’ such a cover ‘(noted as number“ 42‘in-Figure'7 ~15 ‘Additionally, the cover is 
and, becauseiof its thinness and ?exibility will co-operate v 
with s‘pa‘ée‘r‘s‘34 and covers‘ 361 Such an alternate 'struc-“ 
ture permits a closely abutting corner joint retaining all 
the structural advantages of that shown in Figures land 
4, described above. ‘ ‘ _' 1 , ' ' 

Referring now to Figures‘ 3 ‘and 6', the surfacing mem 
bers l0 and the connecting spacers- or spline combinations 
of Wood '34 and metal 36 will be described.‘ The Wood 
splines 34'fand the metal covers 36 ?t into the slots 12.‘ 
As‘will be understood later, the spacing for this assembly 
is controlled to allow for expansion and contraction yet 
maintain a proper joint; By cambering the metal cover 
36' and controlling the width and depth of the slots in 
the receiving members, and the thickness, and width of 
the spline, tight joints for‘assembl‘y and ultimate satis~ 
factionv are assured. " . . . ‘ " . _ ' _ 

The 'metal cover 36 is shown in detail in Figure 6. 
A‘ satisfactory metal'for this purpose is Phosphor-bronze 
spring materialjofj0l26 inch vthickness (28 vgauge 
Browne & Sharp). By bending the‘upp'er edge once and 
double'bending the lower edge av two-fold result. is 
achieved. vAn ‘immediate indication of the preferred as 
semblyisrtr'ans‘mitte'd to the erecting workmen}. Second 
1y, the'upper single bend acts as‘ metal?ashing in shed 
ding 'W‘ater'lffrom'the‘ftop of the metal cover while the 
double bend‘ at the‘ ‘bottom ‘assists in properly spacing 
the connecting wooden members as well as acting as a 
waterv seal in the lowergdportion of the joint. 
"The ease of assembly and disassembly will be im 
mediately recognized by those versed in the art.‘ How 
ever‘to emphasize the patentable distinction’of the dis 
closed combination and ‘sub-combination vover existing 
structuresv of this't'y‘pe‘ the assembly, of a typicalwall secy 
't'ionwill be'described'. ": ' ‘ ' ' 

"Framing a‘svrepresent‘ed'jby the sill24, studs '22 and 
corner post 16, is erected. The sill and corner posts are 
notched, slotted or kerfed as indicated on theinner 
peripheral face to‘ receive ‘the metal covers and ‘wooden 
spline spacers. ‘fThisi'c‘ombination of ‘weather shedding 
spacing. elements is set inthe'sill and corner post ready 
to‘r‘e'c‘eive the‘ members 10..‘ By marking the studs as at 
ALB, _'etc. (Figure 3’), positioning’ lines indicating the 
proper‘ spacing of the'space'r elements and thelassoci'ated 
members for the best joint structure are made available 
to the erectors’. A ‘line scribed to‘ run the length of the 
corner post "assists in for'niing‘the vertical joint in the 
sameway." ‘ ‘. 

" It will'be evident that _by repeating the procedure the 
wall, including ,openingsha‘ndled as above'zas for the 
cornerfpost‘s, canf'be erected’ to desired heighth. , A cap‘ 
26, similar‘vto the 's'illlli‘s placed to terminate the construc 
tion'and preparethe'assemblyfor additional heighth ‘of 
wall or ‘roof construction. " i . , I. l p i 

“ ‘By carefullyspacing" the surface members as outlined, 
and using standard dimensions for the member ‘Widths, 
and’ groove ‘depths, splines and covers can be made stand 
a'rd'las' ","As indicated‘ above, ‘the; splines will be 
thinner than ‘the'_ grooves on the groove entering edges 
and’ narrower‘than vthefs'pace between'themembers plus 
the depths'of thefg'roove bottornsto permit proper in 
sertion ofthe (cover. " In turn, thecoveris wide enough 
to extend into‘ the grooves and engagethe groove‘ bottom. 

4; ‘ I I I >. s 

cambered' or bowed, and also 
bent on the edges as shown to extend beyond the plane 
‘of the spline, ?ll the groove space allowed by the nar 
rower and thinner spline and urge the spline into secure 
position. In this Way, the cover and spline cooperate 
with each other as a joint closure between the grooved 
spaced surface members. a 
The resulting structure presents a wall face of scaled 

joints where weather is refused, yet the ?exibility of the 
joint is maintained. By absorbing the ‘effects of weather 
expansion and contraction in joints retaining their origi 
nal dimensions and ?exibility the relatively ?xed members 
remain undisturbed. The metal covers ?tting into the 
slots of the connected members together with the Wooden 
splines preserves the spline and, the joint, and makes 
maintenance easy by exposing the weathering surfaces 
of the connected members. Erection is simpli?ed and 
controlled by the manufacturer to give the best results 

I in the [locale of erection. Usual leakage due to expan 
20 sion and vcontracting is thus reduced to a minimum be 

cause of the ?exible joint'design andthe erection control; 
In illustrating a preferred embodiment of the invention 

a horizontal assembly of members is shown. 
. sibility of vertical or angular erection using'the connect 
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ing joint‘principles as voutlined here seems self evident. 
Also, abuttingmembers are as readily connected bythe 
joint disclosed here as areadjace‘ntly extended, members. 
Further structural changes ‘will beevident to those versed. 
in the art such as modi?cation of the end of the member 
joints with the corner posts by further simpli?cation as 
indicated. Additionally, changes in the sectional bend- ‘ 
ing of the spring metal spline cover may be introduced. 
to ?t‘jspecial conditions. 1l't is therefore, the intent of 
this" invention'to‘be limited in scope‘ only by the limits 
of the attached claim as‘ it is construed in the spirit of 
this‘idisclosure. ’ ’ ' ” 

Whatjijs claimed is: _ i 

In weather exposed building wall constructed of ?xed 
I wooden‘surfacing members spaced apart in, parallel ar 
rangemen't with the spaces between closed by partially 
exposed splines which extend into grooves formed in 
adjacent‘ edges of the surfacing members, the improve 
ment'in such wall comprising each of .the splines, being 
thinner than the width of ‘the groove entered at the en 
gaging portion and narrower than the sum of the groove 
depths anduspacefbetween'lsaidemembers, and a bowed 
resilient cover covering each spline and .wider than, the 
spline and having bent edges extending into ‘spaces be 
tween the bottoms of ‘the adjacent, grooves‘ in the general 
plane of'thel spline and the edges of the ‘spline, and intov 
contact with the ‘bottoms of the adjacent grooves, and 
resiliently urging the spline against the rear walls of the 
grooves. ' ' ' 
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